
Reuters has assembled an international 
team of expert journalists to bring you 
multimedia coverage of the annual 

meeting of the World Economic Forum (WEF)
from 21-24 January 2020 in Switzerland.

The Davos meeting will bring together more 
than 1,000 CEOs and company chairs, heads 
of state and government, as well as heads of 
key international organizations, technology 
pioneers and representatives from civil society.

Reuters will deliver exclusive, insightful 
news through interviews with government 
leaders, CEOs, decision-makers and agenda-
setters from across the globe.
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WHAT TO EXPECT
• Davos Today, the official morning show of the 

WEF, produced by Reuters, will be available 
to watch daily on Reuters.com. A team of 
Reuters journalists will interview world leaders, 
policymakers, blue-chip CEOs and leading 
investors and provide breaking news and 
analysis, as well as ‘behind the scenes’ action.

• Global Markets Forum on Eikon, a 24-hour 
community for financial market professionals, 
will offer a live dialogue with newsmakers in 
Davos, giving members more news and insight 
on the top stories of the day.

• A dedicated Davos page on Reuters.com will 
provide news from the meeting, as well as live 
and pre-recorded interviews.

HOW TO ACCESS  
• Access the latest Reuters news stories  

on Eikon – enter ‘Davos’ into the news 
search field.

• Use the Davos app on Eikon to get 
a unique vantage point of all WEF 
developments – search ‘Davos’.

• Updates on what’s happening in Davos via 
Reuters.com and the Reuters App.

• Reuters Breakingviews will share lively 
opinion pieces.

• Follow the latest Davos news via Twitter 
@Reuters and @ReutersBiz, Facebook, 
Instagram and Apple News Mobile App.
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